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DC COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP V RENFREWSHIRE COUNCIL: 
AN ADJUDICATOR’S PERSPECTIVE    

At the end of 2017 one particular court judgment encouraged lengthy discussion and debate 

across adjudicators and those who work in the construction disputes sector.  The judgment was 

that of Lord Doherty in DC Community Partnerships Limited v Renfrewshire Council 1, in which 

the court held that the adjudicator had failed to exhaust his jurisdiction.    

As the courts have a history of, and have confirmed their ongoing intention of, enforcing 

adjudicators’ decisions in the vast majority of circumstances, many across the sector considered 

the judgment was harsh and placed an unfair burden on adjudicators when reviewing the 

voluminous documents before them.  Others considered the judgment to be a fair reflection of 

the principles of adjudication and a reasonable warning to adjudicators to ensure that the entire 

scope of the dispute was addressed and decided upon – including ‘any defence’ legitimately 

raised by the responding party throughout submissions.   

The facts and judgment 

The judgment considered a defence of set-off raised for the first time by Renfrewshire Council 

at the very late stages of the adjudication process – having been raised in the Council’s reply to 

the sur-rejoinder, i.e. the 6th submission in the adjudication.  To put this into context, the vast 

majority of adjudications that we are involved in do not go beyond four submissions (referral, 

response, reply, and rejoinder).   

At court, the Council argued; in defence to an action for summary decree; that the adjudicator 

had failed to take account of its set-off defence in reaching his decision and awarding payment 

of around £820,000 to DC Community Partnerships.  Accordingly, the Council argued that the 

adjudicator had failed to exhaust his jurisdiction and the decision was unenforceable as a result.  

The Council stated that its set-off argument represented a value of almost £470,000 – more 

than half of the sum subsequently awarded for payment by the adjudicator, and it could not 

therefore be said that this defence was immaterial to the dispute.  

Like many adjudicators, the adjudicator in question had included a ‘rider’ in his decision that all 

submissions had been considered in reaching the decision, but not necessarily rehearsed in the 

decision itself.  The adjudicator, in making an award of payment of circa £820,000, stated:  

“8.1 I have found.  

1. CBC preliminaries  £463,338.42  

2. SSE preliminaries  £250,000.00  

3. CEJ costs   £ 79,343.47  

Tallying to:   £792,681.89  

8.2  Adding the Fee (3.5%, £27,743.87) obtains a total amount due of £820,425.76.  

8.3  The Council’s relief sought is declined.” 

                                                           
1 [2017] CSOH 143 
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The court held that the concluding sentence at paragraph 8.3, together with the general 

disclaimer included in the decision fell “far short of being sufficient to show that the defence 

was considered but was rejected for stated reasons” [26].  The court held that the adjudicator 

had failed to exhaust his jurisdiction in failing to address the set-off defence, and that the 

decision was unenforceable.  

What does this all mean for practicing adjudicators?  

This case provides a sobering reality check to adjudicators of the importance of addressing all 

key arguments and submissions and ensuring their jurisdiction; defined by the notice of 

adjudication and any defence subsequently raised by the responding party; is exhausted.  In 

particular, where an adjudicator is requested or obliged to provide reasons for the decision, 

adjudicators must bear in mind that these should provide the parties with a brief, intelligible 

explanation of why the findings and ultimate decision have been reached, and why arguments 

and defences have been accepted or rejected.     

Of particular importance, it was held that defences raised in submissions made at the late stages 

of an adjudication are not to be deemed any less material than a defence raised in the early 

stages of the adjudication.  Adjudicators should therefore be wary of allowing ongoing 

submissions past the reply or rejoinder.  Best practice dictates that, where it is considered 

necessary or appropriate to allow or direct further submissions beyond this point, these should 

be limited in form and content.  The adjudicator should also ensure they have adequate time to 

review and address these submissions before the decision date.  If not, the adjudicator should 

seek parties’ agreement to an extension to the decision date.  

Parties should also be restricted from raising any new arguments or making new submissions. 

Generally, submissions at the late stages of an adjudication should serve only to directly address 

points raised in the previous submission to provide clarity or further insight, or to expand upon 

previous points raised.  Parties should be directed accordingly.  

Whilst the courts have held that a responding party raising a new defence at such a late stage is 

entitled to have this addressed, decided upon, and reasoned; adjudicators can properly avoid 

procedural potholes by providing clear directions to parties, incorporating appropriate 

limitations.  After all, the line has to be drawn somewhere – and adjudicators are under great 

time pressures to issue their decisions.   

As practicing adjudicators, we appreciate the complexities of the adjudication process and the 

increasingly tactical approach being taken by parties and their representatives.   We often see 

parties seeking to introduce further information into the adjudication at the late stages of the 

process, whether that be by way of a submission which has been directed, or an unsolicited 

submission.   

We find that remaining firm with parties and issuing clear directions is the best way forward, 

but parties and their representatives can be unpredictable and sometimes in adjudication, you 

simply have to expect the unexpected and ensure you are equipped to handle any procedural 

surprises that may arise.  
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Your thoughts?  

As always, we would love to hear what you think, especially if you are a practicing adjudicator. 
 
What are your views on the judgment?  How do you deal with submissions from parties in the 
late stages of adjudication?  Has your approach to making decisions changed following this 
judgement?   
 
Join the discussion on our LinkedIn page.  
 

Please note that the materials presented and discussed herein serve a purely informational and 
educational purpose, and do not constitute legal advice. CDR accepts no liability for any claim 
brought as a result of you or a third party relying on this information.   

https://www.linkedin.com/company/construction-dispute-resolution/

